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According to William A. Orme Jr. of the WASHINGTON POST (05/31/87), US bankers fear Mexico
and other Latin American debtor nations will be unwilling to approve an expected surge of equity
swap applications by creditors, i.e., transactions in which loans are traded for equity in local
businesses. For some regional governments, these exchanges of foreign loans for local currency
are attractive as a means of spurring investment, lowering interest payments and reversing capital
flight. However, many countries maintain tight controls on debt swaps, result of apparent concern
that a sudden capital influx could exacerbate domestic inflation.
In a typical swap deal, a foreign lender sells a debt owed by a government to another foreign
investor for say, 60% of its face value. The debt is then converted into the local currency by the
debtor government at a rate averaging 90% of face value, and the funds are used by the foreign
investor in approved local investments. In some cases, the bank itself exchanges its debt for an
equity position. Investors are prohibited from sending money generated in these transactions
abroad or using it to buy foreign currency (the latter known as "round-tripping").
Citicorp plans to sell billions of dollars worth of debt and convert others into equity in local
businesses. A bank source said that in Mexico, Citicorp is preparing proposals to exchange loans
for equity shares in a dozen local companies, including two state enterprises. Other Latin American
loans held by Citicorp will be sold to investors who will use debt-swap arrangements to convert
them into local capital at an average one-third discount. According to Carlos A. Gonzalez, of the
London-based Libra Bank, a major debt trader, as other major US banks attempt to swap their Latin
American debts, a secondary loan market will be greatly expanded that has until now been supplied
largely by smaller European, Middle Eastern, and US regional banks.
Francisco Garces Garrido, a foreign finance director for the Chilean central bank, said Chile expects
swaps to reduce its public commercial debt from $13 billion to $8 billion in four years. Mexico, with
a foreign debt estimated at about $105 billion, last week reiterated its intention to limit debt trades
to about $100 million monthly. "Swaps are not a panacea that will solve our indebtedness problem,"
Assistant Treasury Secretary Francisco Suarez Davila told bankers attending a conference on swap
facilities in Mexico City. "Mexico could easily do $2 billion to $3 billion in swap business this year
with no significant monetary impact," the chief local representative of a major US bank said. "The
market is there.
Chile is doing five times that much proportionately. Round-tripping is a real concern, but monetary
problems aren't." Mexico opened the door to debt swaps in April 1986, and within a year received
178 requests from foreign companies to convert $1.49 billion in government debts into pesos for local
investments. Mexican officials said they have approved 107 projects, retiring $850 million in debt,
and another 55 are nearing completion. The greatest share of this new investment capital, or 41%,
has come from the United States, officials said. Preference is given to projects generating foreign
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exchange, such as export manufacturing and tourism, officials said. Only 16 applications have been
rejected, but bankers contend many more proposals were discouraged before being approved.
Mexican authorities confirmed last week that they are drafting more flexible rules for such swaps,
including provisions that will allow Mexican nationals to participate. The inclusion of Mexicans will
more than double the volume of swap requests and could spark speculative dollar trading, said Luis
Foncerrada, the treasury secretariat's foreign financing director, who supervises the program. In
contrast, Brazil and Argentina have canceled programs allowing citizens to swap debts because of
exchange-rate problems. Even Chile's liberal rules now keep nationals from swapping more than
$35 million monthly, Chilean officials said.
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